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INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is concerned with existence and regularity of solutions of 
D,u - A@, t; D) u = j(x, t), (0.1) 
with boundary conditions 
B&v, t; D) u = i Ljk(t) C,(x, t; D) u, 
k=l 
j = l,..., r, (0.2) 
and initial condition 
u(0, x) = u&x). (0.3) 
In (O.l), Dt = a/at, D denotes differentiation with respect to the x-variables 
and A is an elliptic partial differential operator of order 2r defined in a 
cylinder r = Q x [0, T], J2 C Rn. Further, {&}jr,r and {Cj}~=l are sets of 
differential operators defined on the lateral part of the boundary of r and the 
&k(t) are arbitrary linear operators bounded in a certain sense. Such problems 
are called “nonlocal” since the Lik need not be local (e.g., differential) 
operators. 
All of our results are baaed on a priori estimates in the L,(Q) spaces 
(1 < p < a) for solutions of nonlocal elliptic boundary value problems 
depending on a complex parameter, which we derive in Section 2. These 
estimates allow us to apply the results of Kato and Tanabe [l, 21 concerning 
existence and regularity of solutions of abstract evolution equations to the 
problem (O.l)-(0.3). Estimates of this type in L,(O) have been given by 
An Ton [3]. Estimates for solutions of local boundary value problems depend- 
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ing on a parameter have been established by Agmon and Nirenberg [4, 51, 
Agranovic and Visik [6] and others, and these have in turn been used to treat 
parabolic boundary value problems of local type via Laplace transform 
methods and also by the method of abstract evolution equations. In this 
connection we cite particularly the work of Tanabe [7, 81. For other related 
papers see [9-141. 
There are four additional sections. Section 1 is concerned with the state- 
ment of the problem, our assumptions and some preliminary results. Section 2 
develops the a priori estimates upon which the remainder of the paper is 
based. The existence of a unique solution of (O.l)-(0.3) is proved in Section 3. 
In the fourth section two regularity theorems are proved, the first concerning 
differentiability and the second analyticity of solutions of (O.l), (0.2) in certain 
Sobolev spaces. Pointwise estimates for the solutions and their t-derivatives 
in these spaces are also obtained. 
1. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let Q be a bounded region in Rn with smooth boundary. We put 
Di=&, D” = D”‘D”2 . . . D% 12 n 
? 
foranymulti-integerol=(a,,...,c+J,ori>,O,and/cul ===c++~~+“.+oI~. 
For s is a nonnegative integer, W,,,(Q) is the set of complex-valued functions 
defined in Q whose distribution derivatives of order <s belong to L,(Q), 
1 < p < co. In this class we introduce the usual norm: 
Ifs 2 1, IV-,,,,,(aQ) is th e set of functions C$ which are boundary values of 
functions v belonging to W,,,(Q). In this class we introduce the norm 
II 9 l18-Ih.,.~Q = inf II v Li2 y 
where the infimum is taken over all function v which equal 4 on XJ. 
Let u be a function in W,,,(Q), r a positive integer and X a complex number. 
Set 
Then 
III ?A- III S.D,R = (II u llL2 + I h Y II 24 L2Y2. (1.1) 
//I 24 Ill,“.,.* < i I x rr II l4 llL,.,.* < c Ill 24 IIlL > (1.2) 
j=o 
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where C does not depend on X or u. When we use the norm (1. l), h will be 
permitted to range of an angular sector of the complex plane and 2r will be 
the order of the operator A(x, t; D) in (0.1). In what follows, we shall drop 
the subscript p and write W,(Q), IV,-,,,(8Q), j/ . IISSsz, II . Ils-l,s,~R, etc. in 
place of w,,,(Q), W,4,,.(W; II . lLR, II . Ils-lh.~.~Q~ respectively- We 
shall also omit the subscripts Q and &Q when the meaning is clear from the 
context. 
The equations which we consider are 
D,u - A@, t; D) iv =f(x, t), XEG’, O<t<T, 
where 
A(x, t; D) u = C u&x, t) D%. 
Ia K2r 
(1.3) 
The functions u(x, t),f(x, t) and u&x, t) are complex valued functions defined 
in the cylinder Q x [0, T]. In addition to (1.3), we give r boundary conditions 
Bj(x, t; D) u = i &(t) C&c, t; D) u, x~al-2, O<t<T, (1.4) 
k=l 
where 
Bj(x, t; D) u = c b&c, t) Dau, 
MSmj 
c,(x, t; D) 21 = c cJ&, t) D”u, 
1°K~~ 
6, and clca are complex valued functions defined on &’ x [0, T] and the 
Ljk(t) are linear operators bounded in a sense to be made precise. In what 
follows we shall assume without restriction that the coefficients of the Bj 
and C, are defined in 0 x [0, T]. 
We make the following assumptions throughout this paper: 
(A.l) Let 
4% t; I) = c 4% t) lo 
la I=2r 
where t is a real vector (fr ,..., 5,). For all (x, t) in 0 x [0, T], all 5 and all /\ 
with Re(A) > 0, h - (- 1)’ A’(x, t; 0 # 0. When n = 1, we assume in 
addition that the polynomial in z, X - (- 1)’ A’(x, t; z), has its roots equally 
divided between the upper and lower half-planes. 
(A.2) For each t E [0, T] and I q5 1 < z-/2, consider the uniformly elliptic 
operator A(x, t; D) - (-1)’ el* D”,’ in/I=Qx{--co<y<+c.o}. We 
require that the complementing condition hold for this operator and (Bj}Ic=, 
in A, where {B,}j’_l is a normal system of boundary operators of respective 
orders mj < 2~ - 1 (see [4]). 
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Let Q be a nonnegative integer. Assumptions (a) and (b) below will be 
referred to as hypothesis (H.q). 
(a) Q is a bounded domain of class C ar’m’l. The coefficients in A, Bj , and 
C’, have x-derivatives up to order 4, 2r $- y - mj and 2r + q - rk 
(rk < 2r - l), respectively, which are continuous in g x [0, T]. 
(b) Let fl, = Q x C-1 < y < 1). For each t E [0, T], L?,(t) is a linear 
operator from W,,+,_rlc(Q) into W,,+,-,j(sZ) satisfying the following condi- 
tion: From any sequences {un} C W,,,,_, JQ) and {pa} of nonnegative numbers 
such that // exp(&y) u 11 1  2r+B _Vk,.il < 1, one may choose subsequences {un,} 
and {pn,} such that exp(&, y) Ljk(t) u,, converges in W,,+,-,j(Al). 
Lemmas 1 and 2 below are a consequence of the identity 
(1.5) 
valid for all u E W,(Q) and all real numbers CL. 
LEMMA 1 .l. For each t E [0, T], Lik(t) is a compact operator from 
%+9-r,(Q) h&J %w?p). 
LEMMA 1.2. There is a constant M > 0 such that 
~llL+(t) u IIIz~+~-~~~,Q f Mill * i!l~r+n-rk,n 
for all complex X and all u E W,,+,-,(Q). 
For j and k nonnegative integers denote by ?.?( Wj(Q), W,(Q)) the linear 
space of linear operators L from W$(sZ) into Wk(Q) which satisfy 
/!I L !Ilk = sup(/I Lu Ilk + Pk II LJJ II,> < + a> (1.6) 
where the supremum is taken over all u in W,(Q) and p > 0 satisfying 
II u Ilj + Pi II ZJ II0 < 1. 
It is easy to see that II/ . II/ is a norm on 8(W,(Q), W,(Q)) with respect to 
which the space is complete. 
EXAMPLE. A partial differential operator L in Q of order j with C”(a) 
coefficients is in ~(W,+k(Q), W&2)) f or each nonnegative integer K since, 
bY (1.2) 
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More generally, every bounded linear operator from Wj+k(Q) into I%‘&?) 
which can be extended to a bounded linear operator from W,(Q) into Lp(Q) 
in -@( Wj+k(Q), Wk(Q)). 
A operator L in L?(W,(sZ), W,(Q)) will be called exponentially compact if 
from any sequences {un} C W,(Q) and {prl} o nonnegative numbers satisfying f 
II expbib y) u, llj,~, < 1, we can extract subsequences {un,} and {,LL~,> such 
that exp(z$,, y) Lzl,, converges in W&l,). For example, the injection map of 
W,+,(Q) into W,(Q) (j > 0) has this property. 
LEMMA 1.3. I f  L, E 8(W,(Q), Wk(0)) and L, E p(W,(sZ), Wj(Q)), then 
LlL!z E -wK7m;2), wk(J-4). If in addition L, is exponentially compact, so is 
L1-h . 
The proof follows from (1 S) and (I .6). 
We close this section by noting that the uniform continuity of the coeffi- 
cients of A and {I$} . pl rm ies there is a constant B E (0, n/2) such that (A.l) 
and (A.2) remain valid for all values of X in the sector 
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
The remainder of this paper is based on the following result for the nonlocal - _ 
elliptic boundary value problem 
(A - A(x; D)) u = f (ix) XEsz, 
B~(x; D) U - i LjkCk(X; D) u = gi 3 
k=l 
x E af2, j = 1 ,.,., r. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (A.l), (A.2) and (H.q) and set s = 2r + q. 
is a constant X, 3 0 such that, for all h E Z with 1 h 1 > h, , the mapping 
is one to one from W,(Q) onto 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
There 
W,-,,(Q) x fi w,-m,-l,,(aa 
j==l 
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Let (L (gj);=l) be given in 
and u E W,(L?) 
be the solution of (2.1), (2.2). Then 
i II: 4Ils G M illIf Ills-27 + i III g, ~1 s--m, 
i 
> (2.3) 
j=l 
where M is independent of h E Z and of u. 
Remark. Note that the functions u and {gj}IzI in the estimate (2.3) are 
required to satisfy (2.2) only on as2 although both sides of (2.2) are defined 
in all of Q. 
The estimates (2.3) have been given by B. An Ton [3] in the L,(Q) space, 
with the only assumption on Lj, that it be a compact operator from W,-,,(Q) 
into W,-,j(Q) [or equivalently, from ws+.-l,2(aq into ?V-,-,,,(8Q)]. 
However, the proof of (2.3) g iven in [3] appears to be incomplete unless 
Lj, is assumed exponentially compact. 
Proof. Let p(y) be a frxed test function on the real line such that p(y) = 1 
for 1 y 1 < 4 and p(y) = 0 for / y 1 > 1. By employing a device introduced in 
[4], to prove (2.3) it suffices to prove the following estimate: 
II P(Y) ei~Q441s,A 
< M II@ - (--lT ei”$) P(Y) ei“v441s-2r,n 
1 
(2.4) 
+ /I f(yb+~ f.4 0 13 x 110,~
for all u E W,(Q) and all real TV > 0, where 1 #J 1 < (n/2) + 8 and M does not 
depend on u or II. 
Suppose (2.4) holds and set 
v(x, y) = p(y) ei%(x). 
We have (see [4]) 
II 0 IILl a P II u II,“-02 Y j = 0, l,..., s. (24 
II@ - (-1)’ eirngY) v L,A 
< II P(Y) eiuy(A - p2Qir) u lls-2r.~ (2.6) 
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Setting X = p 27 e id, Au - Au =f, the first term on the right equals 
for all sufficiently large 1 h I , where M denotes a generic constant independent 
of h E Z and U. Similarly, the second term on the right side of (2.6) does not 
exceed 
2r-13-27 
M c c #LLj+k jl u lls-2r-j < M ;f p-1-j II u llj * 
k=O i=O j=O 
(2.7) 
If gj is any function in W+,,(Q) such that (2.2) holds, then 
< II P(Y) ei”% Lrnj,~ < Wll gj ILmj . 
(2.8) 
Combining (2.4) through (2.8) gives 
( tJ 1 - tf  Ill 24 Ills < M IllfIlls-2T + i Ill & lLj * I j=l 1 
The estimate (2.3) now follows if we take 
To prove (2.4) we note that our hypotheses imply the following estimates 
for functions v E W,(A) which vanish for I y I 3 1 (see, e.g. [15]): 
II v  IL,A < M ]ll(A - C-1)” ei”D?) ZJ lls--2T.A 
(2.9) 
If (2.4) does not hold, there are sequences {Us} C W,(Q) and &,> of non- 
negative numbers such that I/ p(y) exp(&,y) u, Ils,n = 1 while the corre- 
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sponding sequence in braces on the right side of (2.4) converges to zero. From 
Lemma 1.3 and the estimates 
the last being valid for all TI E W,(A), we find subsequences, again denoted by 
{Us} and {CL,}, such that p exp(ipny) C’,=, LjkCku, converges in IF’,-,(A), 
and a fortiori in W,_,,_,,,(M). Whence p exp(ip,y) Bjun also converges in 
W,-,-,,,(%I) and the;efore by (2.9), p exp(&y) u, converges in W,(d). The 
limit must be zero since the same sequence converges to zero in W,,(A). This 
contradicts 
IIP exp(Ghy) un LA = 1. 
To complete the proof, let f  E W,-,,(Q) and gj E Ws-n,-l,P(Z2), 1 <j < r. 
We must find a unique u E W,(Q) such that 
(A - A)u =f in Q, (2.10) 
Bju = i L~,C~U + gj 0n aq 1 <j<r. (2.11) 
k=l 
Uniqueness follows from (2.3). To prove existence, we follow an idea used 
in the proof of Theorem 1.2 of [3]. Let v be given in W,(Q) and 0 < t < 1. 
We consider the local boundary value problem 
(A-A)u=f in Q, 
Bju = t i LjkCkv + gj on aQ, 1 <j<r. 
k=l 
According to known results for local problems (see e.g. [4, 5, 61) for all 
sufficiently large X E 2, this problem has a unique solution u in W,(Q). Define 
a family T(t), 0 < t < 1, of nonlinear mappings from W&2) into W,(Q) by 
setting u = T(t) v. We employ the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem ([16], 
p. 106) to show that T(1) has a fixed point, which will be the desired solution 
of (2.10), (2.11). 
LEMMA 2.1. T(t) v  defines a continuous and compact mapping of 
[0, l] X W,(Q) into W&2). 
Proof. We start with the well known estimate 
Il(X - A) u lls-or + i II Bju IL-l/p (2.12) 
kl 
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valid for all u E W,(Q), where M may depend on A. Let {tn} C [0, 11, 
{er,} C W,(Q) and set u, = T(t,) v, . From (2.12) we have 
Since L,,C, is a compact operator from W,(Q) into W,-,i(Q), the lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 2.2. There is a constant K > 0 such that /I v  /Is < K for all 
v  E W@) satisfying T(t) v  = v  for some t E [0, 11. 
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of the inequalities 
valid for all u E W,(O), where M may depend on A but not on t. In fact, from 
(2.13) follows that if T(t) v = v, then 
llf Ils-27 + i II is Ils-mj-~/z, 
j=l 
To prove (2.13), we first remark that it is sufficient to prove an estimate 
of the form 
(2.14) 
(2.13) follows from (2.14) b ecause of the uniqueness of solution of (2.10), 
(2.11) (with L, replaced by tLi, in (2.11), cf. [15]). Finally, (2.14) can be 
proved indirectly with the aid of (2.12), in the same way that (2.4) was deduced 
from (2.9). 
Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 show that T(t) satisfies the conditions of the Leray- 
Schauder fixed point theorem and thus T(1) has a fixed point as required. 
Remark. If a is a fixed positive number, there is a constant C > 0 such 
that for all h E Z and all u E W,(Q), 
c-Yll u I/s + I h ls’2r II 24. llo) d II u IL + I x + a 18’2r II24 II0 
d C(ll u IL + I h l8’2T IIu II,). 
409/40/I-13 
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C depends on a and s but not on X or u. It follows that if we replace the opera- 
tor A by a == A - a with some suitable positive number a, Theorem 2.1 
holds for the operator A with h,, == 0. We therefore assume from now on that 
;\s = 0 in Theorem 2.1. 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION 
A solution of (1.3), (1.4) will mean a function u(t) = u(., t) from [0, T] 
into IVs(52) satisfying (i) u(2) is strongly continuous in W,(Q) on [0, T], 
(ii) u(t) is strongly continuously differentiable in W,,(O) on (0, T], (iii) 
u(t) E W,,.(Q) and satisfies (1.3) and (1.4) on (0, T]. In this section we assume 
(A.l), (A.2), (H.0) and also 
(A.3) the coefficients of A and the x-derivatives of the coefficients of Bj and 
C, up to order 2r - mj and 2r - rk , respectively, are Holder continuously 
differentiable with respect to t on 0 x [0, 2’1. 
(A.4) For 1 <.j, k < Y, &,(t) is Holder continuously differentiable on 
[0, T] in the topology of =.@(lVz,.-,,(Q), W,,-,j(Q)). 
Remark. The assumptions of this section imply that the estimates (2.3) 
hold for s = 2r with the constant M independent of h E .Z, u E W,,(Q) and 
t E [O, T]. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any Hiilder continuous function f(t) from [0, T] into 
W,(Q) and any u,, E W,(Q), the problem (1.3), (1.4) has a unique solution u(t) 
satisfying u(0) = u0 . 
Proof. Let A(t), 0 < t < T, be the linear operator in W,(Q) defined by 
D(A(t)) = {u E W,,(Q) : (1.4) holds on aQn>. 
For u E D(A(t)) set A(t) = A(., t; 0) u. Then A(t) 
operator which is closed because of (2.3). Lemmas 3. 
hypotheses (A.l)-(A.4) of [l] hold for the problem 
is a densely defined 
l-3.4 below show that 
@ - A(t) u = f(t), 
dt 
O<t< T, 
u(0) = z&J . 
This problem therefore has a unique strict solution, which implies Theo- 
rem 3.1. 
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LEMMA 3.1. For each t E [0, T], the resolvent set of A(t) contains Z and the 
resolvent R(h, A(t)) satisfies 
M 
This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
If X and Y are Banach spaces, P’(X, Y) will denote the space of bounded 
linear operators on X to Y with the uniform operator topology. 
LEMMA 3.2. A(t)-l is Hiilder continuous from [0, T] into LZ( W,(Q), W,,(Q)) . 
Proof. Let f  E W,(Q) and u(t) = A(t)-lf. M will denote a generic 
constant independent of t and f .  By (2.3) we have 
II u(t) - wzr 
Writing 
(3.1) 
A(%, t; D) (u(t) - u(s)) = f  - A@, t; 0) u(s) 
= (A@, s; D) - A@, t; D)) u(s), 
we have by (A.3) that 
II A@, t; D) W) - 44)llo < M I t - s I II 44IIm < M I t - s I llf I/o, 
the last estimate again being a consequence of (2.3). Similarly, the second 
term in (3.1) equals 
i 11 ( B, .( x, t; D) - &(x, s; q u(s) + i (&k(t) -L,(s)) 
i=l k=l 
’ ck(x, t; O) +) + i Ljk(S) (ck(% t; O> - ck(x, s; O)) u(s) 11 
k-l 2r--m j  
G M I t - s I Ilf /lo. 
LEMMA 3.3. A-l(t) is disferentiable on [0, T] into 8(W’(Q), W,,(Q)) and 
11; A(t)-lf - 2 A(s)-lf II21 d M I t - s 1” Ilf Ilo , y > 0. (3.2) 
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Proof. Let A(x, t; D), resp. Bi(x, t; D), ck(x, t; D) be the differential 
operators obtained by differentiating the coefficients of A(x, t; D), resp. 
Bj(x, t; D), C,(x, t; D) with respect to t. Let ijk(t) denote the derivative of 
&(t) in p( lVa,_,k(Q), 14’.a,-,,j(Q)). We further define 
&(t) = f&(x, t; D) - i &(t) Ck(X, t; 0) + J&(t) C,(x, t; D)). 
A=1 
Setting u(t) = A(t)-lf, f~ W,,(Q), by Theorem 2.1 there is, for each 
t E [0, T], a unique function w(t) in W,,(Q) satisfying 
A(x, t; D) w(t) = 4(x, t; D) u(t), XEQ, (3.3) 
t 
Bi(X, t; D) - i: &,(t) C,(x, t; D) 
k-1 1 
w(t) = -l+(t) u(t), 
xEa1(2, 1 <j<r. (3.4) 
Set 
Then 
uj&(t) = h-‘(u(t + h) - u(t)) - w(t). 
A(x, t; D) z&(t) = h-+4(x, t + h; q - A(& t; D)) (u(t + h) - u(t)) 
- [h-1(/4(x, t + h; 0) - A(x, t; II)) - A(x, t; D)] u(t). 
By&Lemma 3.2 and (A.3) 
II 4x, t; D) dt)ll, < M I h I” Ilfll, . 
In a similar way we obtain 
t; D) - i Ljk(t) qx, t; I))) u&(t) 11 G M I h 1’ llf llo . 
k=l w-mj 
From (2.3) now follows that as h -+ 0, 
To obtain (3.2), we apply (2.3) to w(t) - w(s) and write, e.g., using (3.3) 
and Lemma 3.2, 
II 4x> t; D) (w(t) - wwNl 
< lI(A(x, t; 0) - A(& t; 0)) ~(~h 
+ II 4% t; D) (u(t) - u(s))llo + Il(4% c D) - 4% s; D)) WI0 
< M I t - s Iy llfllo . 
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We have used the estimate 
which follows from (3.3), (3.4). 
Lemma 3.3 implies that R(h, A(t)) is continuously differentiable on [0, T] 
for each X E 2. In fact we have 
y$ R(h, A(t)) = --A(t) R(X, A(t)) $ A(t)-l A(t) R(h, A(t)). 
LEMMA 3.4. For h E 22 and t E [0, T], 
11; R(k 4O)fll (3.5) 
2r 
+ I h I /I $ W, 4))fllo d M llfilo 
for all f E W,(O). 
Proof. Set q(t) = R(h; A(t))f. This function satisfies 
(A - A(x, t; II)) z&(t) = 4(x, t; D) UA(t), XE9, 
(4(x, t; D) - i &k(t) Ck(X, t; w) 4(t) = -w %(O, 
k=l I 
XEai2, 1 <j<r. 
From (2.3) we obtain 
The first term on the right is not greater than 
M II “n(% < M Ilf I/o . (3.7) 
By hypothesis (A.4), Lemma 1.3 and the example preceeding Lemma 1.3, 
we have 
III w> %mM&, G Mill %M2T 
G M(II Wll2v + I h I II %(t)llo) < JJz Ilf II0 * 
The estimate (3.5) follows from (3.6) to (3.8). 
(3.8) 
4. REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section we assume (A.l), (A.2) and that the operators L, are 
independent of t. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose (i) f(t) is C” from [0, T] into W,(Q). (ii) The 
coejicients of A, {Bi) and {C,} and their x-derivatives mentioned in hypothesis 
(H.q) have t-derivatives of all orders which are continuous in Q x [0, T]. 
(iii) Lj, is an exponentially compact operator from W,,-, into W,,+,-,,(Q). 
Then every solution of (1.3), (1.4) is C” from (0, T] into $ST+,JQ). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose (i) f(t) is analytic from [0, T] into W,(Q). (ii) I f  
a(x, t) stands for any of the coejicients of A, (B,}, {C,} or any of their x-deriva- 
tives mentioned in hypotheses (H.q), there are constants K,, and K such that 
j Dta(x, t)l < Kd;Lee! 
for all (x, t) ~0 x [0, T] and for all integers G > 0. (iii) Same QF (iii) of Theo- 
rem 4.1. Then every soktion of (1.3), (1.4) is analytic from (0, T] into W,,+,(Q) 
and there are constants L, , L, M, and M such that 
/I D[u(t)jlk < L,,LV! jl u(O)ll,, t-e-klzr + M,MV! t1-e-k/2r (4.1) 
for 0 < t < T, k = 0, l,..., 2r + q and all integers 6’ >, 0. 
The proofs of these two theorems will be deduced from Lemmas 4.1-4.4 
below. 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.1 with q = 0. 
Then A(t)-l is C” from [0, T] into .Y(W,,(Q), W,,(Q)). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, A(t)-l is continuous from [0, T] into 9(W,(sZ), 
W,,(Q)). Proceeding inductively, assume A(t)-l is Cn-l from [0, T] into 
9(W,,(Q), W,,(Q)). Set u(t) = A(t)-lf, f  E W,,(Q). For each t E [O, T], u(t) 
satisfies 
4% t; 0) u(x, t) = f(x), x E L?, (4.2) 
Bj(x, t; D) u(x, t) - i Lj&k(x, t; 0) u(x, t) = 0, 
k=l 
XE%?, 1 <j<r. (4.3) 
Differentiating both sides of (4.2), (4.3) n-times with respect to t, we see 
that D;u = @) is, formally, the solution of 
A(x, t; D) u(n)(x, t) = - z; (;) A(n-i)(x, t; D) . u(i)(x, t), x E Q, (4.4) 
Dj(t) u(~)(x, t) = - z: @) Dpwi’(t) uci)(x, t), x E %I, 1 <j < r, 
(4.5) 
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where 
D?‘(t) = BP)@, t; 0) - i L&)(x, t; D), 
k=l 
i = 0, l,..., 
and Ati), resp. Bj , ti) Cp) are differential operators obtained by differentiating 
the coefficients of A, resp. Bj , C, , i-times with respect to t. 
The proof can now proceed as in Lemma 3.3. For each t E [0, T], let w, 
be the unique solution IV&?) of (4.4), (4.5) guaranteed by Theorem 2.1, and 
set 
z+(t) = + [ZP-yt + h) - .(+1’(t)] - w,(t). 
Using (2.3) with s = 2r and X = 0, we have to estimate [I A(x, t; 0) uh(t)ll,, 
and 11 Dj(t) ulr(t)llBr-m, . Since 0+(x, t) satisfies (4.4), (4.5) with 71 replaced 
by n - 1, we have that 
where 
A(x, t; 0) u’“-l)(x, t) = g(x, t), 
A($, t; 0) w&s, t) = j(x, t) - A@, t; II) d-1)(x, t), 
id% 4 = - yg (” ; ‘) A(n-l-i)(x, t; 0) zP(x, t), 
and g denotes the t-derivative of g in W,(Q). Therefore 
= f [A@, t; D) - A@, t + h; D)] [@-l)(t + h) - +‘)(t)] 
+ $ Mt + h) - g(t)> -i(t) 
- [+ (A@, t + h; D) - A@, t; D)) - A(x, t; D)] .+l)(t). 
It follows from this identity and our induction hypothesis that 
The terms I/ Dj(t) uh(t)ljpr--m, are treated in a similar way. 
LEMMA 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, the function 
u(t) = A(t)-lf (t) is C” from [0, T] into W2,,(52). 
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Proof. From Lemma 4.1 follows that u(t) is C” from [0, T] into W,,(sZ) 
and that u(“)( x t satisfies the boundary conditions (4.5) as well as , ) 
A(x, t; D) u’“)(x, t) 
(4.6) 
= f  yx, t) - y  (I) A’yx, t; D) uyx, t), XEQ. 
i=O 
The right side of (4.6) is C” from [0, T] into WQI(Q) where qr = min(q, 2r). 
Applying (2.3) with h = 0 and s = 2r + Q as in the previous lemma, one 
finds that u(t) is C” as a function in Ws,.+~,(sZ), so that the right side of (4.6) 
is Cm as a function in W,8(sZ), qs = min(q, 2r + qr). The above reasoning then 
implies u(t) is C” as a function W,,+&2), and so forth. 
LEMMA 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, the function 
u(t) = A(t)-1 f  (t) is analytic on [0, T] as a function in Wzrw(s2). 
Proof. From (4.5) and (4.6) we have 
II u’“‘(t)ll 2r+a < M llf (s)(t)ll, + Iz; (;) II A(‘+%> t; 0) @‘WI, 
+ f: (1 “t’ (‘j Lpi’(t) zP(t) jl 
j=l i=O ’ Br-ta--mj 
1 . 
Our assumptions imply the existence of numbers K, and K such that, for all 
t E [O, Tl, 
llf~~~(t)ll, < KPn! , 
11 A(n-i)(x, t; D) zP)(t)ll, < K&+(n - i)! /j u(i)(t)l12,+a , 
/I Dj:“-i’(t) u(i)(t)l121+a-mj < K,IP(n - i)! /I zP(t)l~,,+, . 
Therefore 
I I ~V)ll 2r+a < KoKnn! + nf (7) K&Fi(n - i)! II zP(t)ll,,, . 
i=O 
Since 
II u(t)ll zr+a G MIlf(t)lla G Ao , 
we can proceed by induction to show that 
II U(Yt)lI 2r+a G &+n! 
if 
A = 2 max(K, KoK, 4A, ‘KoK). 
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LEMMA 4.4. Assume hypotheses (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.1 with q = 0. 
Let f E W&2) and u*(t) = R(& A(t))f. There are constants C, , n = 0, I,..., 
such that, for all X E Z and t E [0, T], 
II 4%>llzr + I x I II 4%)llo < cm llf 110 , n = 0, I,... . (4.7) 
If (ii) and (iii) of Th eorem 4.2 hold with q = 0, we may take C, = K&%! for 
some constants K,, and K. 
Proof. (4.7) h as b een established in Lemma 3.4 in the case n = 0. Pro- 
ceeding by induction, we estimate /I u:“)(t)llzr using (2.3). We write u(%)(t) 
in place of up)(t). This function satisfies the boundary conditions (4.5) as well 
as 
(A - A@, t; 0)) u(“‘(x, t) = - *fl (“) A(++, 2; 0) 0(x, t), x E f2. 
i=O 
Therefore 
< M k1 (i”) A(“-+, t; 0) uci)(t) jlo 
i=o 
< My (;“) G-dll fwh, + I h I II ~‘i’(~>llo) 
i=O 
where C,-i is a constant depending on the coefficients of A, the x-derivatives 
of the coefficients in Bj to order 2r - mj , the x-derivatives of the coefficients 
in C, to order 2r - rlc and their t-derivatives up to order n - i, and also on the 
norms 111 Ljk /llzr+, . In the analytic case we may take Cfiwi = KoKltei(n - i)!. 
The rest of the proof proceeds as in Lemma 4.3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Lemma 4.4 shows that R(h, A(t)) satisfies the condi- 
tions of [2], Section 2. We may therefore conclude that u(t) is C” from [0, T] 
into W,(Q), therefore so is A(t) u(t) = ti(t) - f(t). Applying Lemma 4.2 
we obtain u(t) is C” on [0, T] as a function in W,,(G), and therefore A(t) u(t) 
is C” on [0, T] into FV&J), ql = min(q, 2r). Thus u(t) is C” in W,,.+&2), 
and so forth. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Lemma 4.4 shows that R(h, A(t)) satisfies the con- 
ditions of Theorem 3.3 of [2]. Thus u(t) is analytic on [0, T] as a function in 
W,(Q) and 
/I u(“)(t)l10 < HOW%! 11 u(0)ljo t-” + K&%! tl+, (4.8) 
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for n = 0, I,... and 0 < t < T. Proceeding step-by-step as in Theorem 4.1 
with the aid of Lemma 4.3 we conclude that u(t) is analytic as a function in 
~w+*W 
We next establish the estimates (4.1) for R = 2r. Since u(%)(t) satisfies the 
boundary conditions (4.5) and 
A(%, t; D) uyx, t) = 2.4 (“+1)(x, t) - y (“j 
id) 2 
A(++, t; D) zqt) -f(yX, t), 
(x> t) E .Q x [O, TJ, 
we have the estimate 
II ~W)llZ~ G M II ?.&+yt)[lo + IIf’“‘(t)llo + y (J IIA(n-yx, t; D) Uyt)ll, 
i=O 
Estimating as in Lemma 4.3 and using (4.8) we obtain 
/I zP)(t)jlpr < H,H%! 11 u(O)\l, t-(n+l) + K,K”n! t-n 
(4.9) 
+ No nfl (;j (n - i)! Nn-i /I di’(t)ll,, , 
i=O 
for some constants K, , K. , No, etc. Since 
II WZT G WI f4)llo + Ilf@)llo> d MO + Lo II Wllo t-l, 
we may proceed inductively, assuming (4.1) to hold for k = 2r and 
i = 0, I,..., n - 1. Therefore 
5’ (;) (n - i)! Nn-i 11 di’(t)ll,, 
i=O 
< y  (“) (n -i)! Nn-i{L@.Pi! /I z4(0)(~o t-i-1 + M,M~i! t-i} 
i=O ’ 
< LJPn! I/ u(o)l[o t-n + M,M”n! t--fifl, 
provided M, L = max(2N, 2NT). Combining this estimate with (4.9) yields 
(4.1) for k = 2r, n = 0, l,... . 
For 0 < k < 2u, (4.1) is a consequence of the inequalities 
(1 u ilk < c, (1 24 /p (1 u (p/Z: 0 < k < 2Y, 
where C, depends only on Y. 
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We can now proceed in a step-by-step manner, next establishing the 
inequalities in the norm 11 . j/2,.+Ql from the corresponding ones in the // * /IpI 
norm, pI = min(q, 2r), and so forth. 
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